Tennis Tournament Results
9/15-17/2023 at Columbia, SC (Carolina Tennis Center)

**Singles competition**

#59 Casey Hoole (South Carolina) def. Jake Krug (Duke) 6-1, 6-2
#100 Robin Catry (NC State) def. #59 Casey Hoole (South Carolina) 2-6, 7-5, 7-6 (7-3)
Inaki Cabrera-Bello (Arizona) def. #59 Casey Hoole (South Carolina) 6-3, 1-6, 7-5
#37 Ronald Hohmann (Michigan State) def. #59 Casey Hoole (South Carolina) 6-3, 4-6, 7-5
Jelani Sarr (South Carolina) def. #48 Luca Staeheli (NC State) 5-7, 6-2, 6-4
Jelani Sarr (South Carolina) def. #106 Anuj Watane (North Carolina) 6-3, 6-2
#15 Michael Zheng (Columbia) def. Jelani Sarr (South Carolina) 6-3, 6-3
#33 Tyler Stice (Auburn) def. Jelani Sarr (South Carolina) 6-3, 5-7, 6-3
Sean Daryabeigi (South Carolina) def. Andrew Zhang (Duke) 6-3, 7-6 (7-2)
Sean Daryabeigi (South Carolina) def. Braden Shick (NC State) 6-4, 6-1
#25 Ozan Baris (Michigan State) def. Sean Daryabeigi (South Carolina) 7-6 (7-3), 6-1
Lucas da Silva (South Carolina) def. Stefan Regalia (Virginia) 6-2, 6-1
Lucas da Silva (South Carolina) def. Luca Pow (Wake Forest) 6-1, 6-0
Lucas da Silva (South Carolina) def. Andrew Dale (Duke) 7-5, 6-1
Lucas da Silva (South Carolina) def. Jake Krug (Duke) 6-4, 6-2
James Hopper (Virginia) def. Carter Morgan (South Carolina) 6-3, 6-4
Douglas Yaffa (Virginia) def. Carter Morgan (South Carolina) 6-4, 6-0
Carter Morgan (South Carolina) def. Jayden Templeman (Columbia) 6-4, 6-3
#65 Alejandro Moreno (Auburn) def. Carter Morgan (South Carolina) 7-5, 6-2

**Doubles competition**

#7 Filippo Moroni/Matthew Thomson (Wake Forest) def. Lucas da Silva/Carter Morgan (South Carolina) 8-5
Benjamin Kittay/Karl Poling (North Carolina) def. Lucas da Silva/Carter Morgan (South Carolina) 8-5
Andrew Dale/Andrew Zhang (Duke) def. Lucas da Silva/Carter Morgan (South Carolina) 6-4
Casey Hoole/Jelani Sarr (South Carolina) def. Billy Blaydes/Alejandro Moreno (Auburn) 8-3
Jayden Templeman/Max Westphal (Columbia) def. Casey Hoole/Jelani Sarr (South Carolina) 8-4
Edoardo Graziani/James Hopper (Virginia) def. Casey Hoole/Jelani Sarr (South Carolina) 6-0

Tournament notes: